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NEWSLETTER 

May I wish you all a very Happy Chinese New Year on this final day of the half-term.  The children in school and 
at home have been involved in lots of activities linked to the celebrations of the Year of the Ox, with some even 
dressing in red and yellow clothing, or more traditional Chinese attire. 

There have also been lots of hearts around the school this week, with Nursery in particular, helping to spread 
the love ahead of Valentine’s Day this weekend. 

We come to the end of a very different half-term, unsure exactly what next half-term will look like.  I am 
enormously proud of all that has been achieved since January in the most challenging situation, and I am 
incredibly grateful for the resilience shown by children, parents and staff. 

Today has also been a farewell day for Mr Doble, at Shrewsbury House Prep.  I had the pleasure of attending a 
special assembly this morning (on Google Meets of course) to thank him for his tenure as Head and to wish him 
well in his new venture.  We are incredibly grateful for his support and guidance for us here at SHPPS over 
recent years.  Mrs Hubbard now steps into the shoes as Executive Head of the Trust, and I know she is very 
keen to meet you, and speak with you in the near future.   

I do hope that you are all able to enjoy a break from remote learning over the half-term week and re-energise 
and recharge your batteries.  The promise of some milder weather next week may help to encourage less 
dependence on screens for a few days and also help us look forward to the Spring and Summer days that are to 
come.  Do take the chance to join in with the Shrewsbury House Trust “Walk to Tokyo” Challenge. 

We will see you all on February 22nd, ready to face whatever is before us, with our usual SHPPS determination 
and aspiration. 

 

Jon Akhurst 

Head 
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Nursery... 

What a wonderful week in Nursery!   

We continued our learning on shape, making delicious heart shaped Valentine’s Day cookies, using our fine 

motor skills as we stirred, pressed and rolled the dough.  Our shape theme was evident as we made beautiful 

Valentine’s Day headbands to wear for our picnic of cookies and hot chocolate.  We strengthened our fine 

motor skills by carefully tracing over our names, focussing on formation and the correct use of capital 

letters.   We also practiced using our scissors correctly when cutting along dotted lines in a matching activity 

linked to our topic People Who Help Us. 

The Nursery Team 
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YEAR 1 Online Learning at Home...Reception 

This week in Reception we have been looking at robots.  We watched a video which explained  some of the 
amazing things that robots can do. We listened to the story of No-bot, the robot with no bottom and then we 
designed our own robots.  We carefully labelled the different features using our beautiful handwriting. We made 
robots using junk modelling and metal pieces after looking at the book Junk DNA.  

In maths, we learnt about coins that we can find in the British monetary system. We used our growing 
knowledge of the coins to make different amounts and counted the coins in jars.  

 

The Reception Team 
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YEAR 1 Online Learning at Home...Year One 

Ollie is wearing traditional Chinese clothes to celebrate 

the Year of the Ox. 

Liam is making brilliant progress with his guitar and is 

having regular lessons with Mr Tsourelis. 

Harley has been meditating after his schoolwork and 

Danny has been working very independently. 

Year 1 children have completed their final week of their 
United Kingdom topic by listening to the story of Katie 
Morag. The children designed their own islands, 
carefully labelling the different features. They then 
wrote fact files about the islands and wrote 
sentences about things they could do using 
powerful adjectives.  They had a very entertaining live 
lesson trying to 'splat' the powerful adjectives! The 
children also wrote amazing diaries, describing 
the things they had been up to after spending a week on 
their exciting islands.  

In maths, the children worked hard on their place value 
skills and were able to show how they had become 
competent mathematicians after working so hard at 
school and at home! 

The Year One Team 
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YEAR 1 Online Learning at Home...Year Two 

This week, Year Two  watched a short film called Zhara and perfected our expanded noun phrases when 
describing how Zhara won the gardening cup.  We completed our study of scientists by learning about Marie 
Curie and we investigated our reflexes.  We learnt about statistics using pictograms and tally charts.  Finally, we 
looked at the fascinating lifestyle of the Inuit people and found out things that might be useful for living in a cold 
climate.     

 

The Year 2 Team 

George used Top Trump cards to help  his division, Oscar 

enjoyed an online music lesson  and Taran went for a 

brisk walk after his online lessons! 
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YEAR 1 TRACK AWARDS... 

YEAR TWO 

Oscar for Aspiration  

Joe  for Resilience 

Zaki for Resilience  
 

 

NURSERY 

Kelly for Resilience 

Joshua for Resilience 

Oscar for Kindness 

Marcus for Aspiration  

 

RECEPTION 

Zayn for Resilience 

George  for Aspiration  

Hugo for Kindness  

Julian for Resilience  

Raffi for Care 

Sasha for Resilience   

YEAR ONE 

Ollie for Care 

Harley for Kindness  

Nathan for Resilience 
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YEAR 1 Chinese New Year... 

The children enjoyed celebrating  

and learning about Chinese New 

Year today.  In Mr Akhurst’s live 

Celebration Assembly,  Ollie and 

Nathan helped him to wish 

everyone a Happy Chinese New 

Year in Chinese.  We listened to 

stories to find out why and how 

Chinese New Year is celebrated and 

learnt how the 12 animals took part 

in a race.  We found out why 

dragons are an important part of 

the celebrations and then we made 

our own.  Miss Forbes sang a 

Chinese Dragon song in Assembly 

and  we made beautiful lanterns.  

Children in school had a Chinese 

themed banquet for lunch with 

spring rolls and crackers! 
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YEAR 1 Outdoor Fun and Screen-Free Friday... 

Rufus and Ivy 

wrapped up warmly 

and went to the park 

and Charlie played 

cricket! 

Liam had fun at the park and Taran did 

some beautiful painting. 

We love this photo of an 

amazing tower that 

Agastya built! 

Jeevan very kindly 

de-iced the car! 
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Your Culinary Adventures... 

If you aren’t already following us 
on Twitter our handle is 

@shspreprep and we regularly 
update the account with news on 
the exciting activities in which the 

children are taking part. 

Follow us on Twitter... 

Quote of the Week 

 

Quote of the week  Jeevan and Shree made delicious 

rice crispie cakes, Noah kneaded 

fresh dough to make pizzas at 

home and Ollie made perfect little 

dumplings to celebrate Chinese 

New Year! 
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Your Amazing Achievements!  We Are SO Proud of You! 

Congratulations to Danny, who came first 
in his group at his virtual kuk sool 

championship last weekend! 

Danny’s family also came first in the Family 
Demonstration. 

 

Oscar has been supporting his 
brother Max who is raising money for 
the NHS by attempting to run 50km 

before the end of half term.  

Max has run 10km this week and 
Oscar has done 5km!  
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Shrewsbury House Trust Half Term Family Challenge…  

Tokyo is 9,520km away… 

How quickly can the SHS Trust community walk, run, cycle, swim or scoot to the Tokyo Olympics? 

This half term, pupils, families and staff from our three schools will join together to see how fast 

we can all “walk to Tokyo”! 

Log your family walks, dog walks* and exercise in our Google Form and we will see how quickly 

we can arrive! 

Click the link below to find further details and log on to the Google Form to log your exercise! 

                                                                       SHS to Tokyo Olympics - family challenge! 

 

*Log your dog’s efforts too! 

 

 
SHPPS 

Tokyo 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScQJ1dlwL8ugsGGkcDwkVUtXkKyxq6P3QTUP4YWiVKqKAmSHQ/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0&usp=mail_form_link
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Mrs Webb’s Exciting and Aesthetically Pleasing Half Term Craft Project... 

When you’re not “walking to the Tokyo Olympics”, why not make a pretty woodland-themed house for 

your toy animals (or any small toys) using woodland/garden resources!   

You will be able to spend time outdoors gathering materials when the weather is nice and indoors 

making your diorama when the weather is not so nice... 

Why not use this lovely example below for inspiration and: 

Use two boxes or shoe boxes 

to make the house 

Make a roof from cardboard 

and cover it with moss or 

bark, or use lolly sticks to tile 

it or straw to thatch it! 

Make a chimney from loo 

rolls! 

Make wallpaper from 

wrapping paper or paint wall 

coverings yourself 

Make a tiny  “fire” using a 

battery powered tea light 

Use baking  foil for mirrors 

and tracing paper for 

windows 

Use old postcards for window 

views! 

Make a light fitting from a 

cocktail stick and a bottle top 

Make furniture from 

matchboxes 

And the list goes on...   

The only limit is your 

imagination! 

 

Send me photos of your amazing creations and I will feature them in the next Newsletter! 

Mrs Webb x 
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YEAR 1  And finally...some other lovely moments from our week... 
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YEAR 1  (...and a few more.) 


